Aligning People, Process and Technology
NZ Consulting serves companies, looking to streamline their overall business performance and realize their strategic
goals.
Using our unique, simple and proven methodology, NZ Consulting aligns people,
processes and technologies to enable organizations to maximize their efficiency and effectiveness.
NZ Consulting is made up of a team of experts, who have helped world-class
companies enhance their operations and profitability.
Our expertise spans several industries including high-technology, retail, healthcare, financial services and non profit organizations.
NZ Consulting was founded by Natalie Zeituny, an international expert on Business Process Alignment, Project Management and Information Technology,
who believes in a holistic approach to optimizing organizational performance.

“We create a roadmap outlining how our clients will get from A to B in
the most efficient manner by aligning people, processes and technologies within the organization. This is what we do best—this is where our
simple methodology proves its value.” says Zeituny.
Delivering results to our clients is our primary business focus. We pride ourselves in our referral base and believe that
we can help your organization thrive.
We can help if any of the following apply to your business:
• Has your business outgrown its processes and supporting information systems?
• Are new projects and initiatives getting lost in legacy thinking?
• Is your organization running at peak efficiency and achieving all of its strategic goals?
• Are existing projects and processes costing you too much money and lost productivity?
• Do you have technologies in place that will support your business for the next 5-10 years?
• Are projects in distress consuming valuable staff and management resources?

Our Clients Include:
Services:
• Project Management
• Process Design
• Technology Implementation
• Supply Chain Optimization
• Customer Relationship Mgt.

“We would like to express our appreciation for your significant contribution at Brocade. Your professional acumen and expertise have
brought exceptional and long lasting value to Brocade”

David Cook, Director of
Corporate Quality, Effectiveness & Efficiency
Brocade Systems, Inc.

Benefits:
• Shrink project costs and
schedules
• Lower operating costs
• Improve IT ROI
• Business - IT Alignment
• Streamline processes
• Achieve your business objectives,
improve communications, collaboration and customer satisfaction.
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